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The Lightning Bicycle design requirestheuseof ,
: different riding skills and techniques as compared to I ;r
I a standard bicycle. Please read all instrucbons care- I
~ fully to avoid damage to your bicycle or yourself
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INTRODUCTION
This manual contains information on how to properly ..
adjust and operate your Lightning bicycle for maximum ·
· comfort, safety, and performance.
The recumbent position and seat require alternate
adjustment methods. The unconventional design and closeness
of the front wheel to your feet require that new riding skills
must be acquired.
Carefully follow the instructions, and after a short period
of time, you will have the new habits needed to ride your
Lightning successfully.
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NOTE:

To hold the R-84 on a bicycle workstand,.we
recommend clamping on the stem tube,
being careful not to smash the cables.
i
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1.0 THE R-84 A\SsEMBLV
'k.,

.

·(;_.

1.1 COMPLETE .-.,.JIKE ASSEMBLY:
· A) .Remove all itemsfrom the· box and unwrap. .
Be careful to supportthe handle bars so that the
· cables ~e not kinked. ·

f,

'-SEAT CROSS TUBE

1,,,

Ii) Install the steering column onto the fork.
C) Install the rear derailleur, Install the wheels
in the dropouts, and check the tire pressure.
When installing the rear wheel, push down
slightly on the seat back to fully engage the rear
wheel axle into both dropouts.
D) Loosely bolt the seat onto the frame using the

•;1.

CONCAVE WASHERS -~~

included hardware, (see Fig. 1-1). It is
recommended that the screws, and the seat
where it contacts the frame, be coated with
grease to prevent corrosion. Tighten all seat
bolts tight.

~) Finish tying your seat bottom, (seeFig. 1-2.1),
Slide the seat bottom fabric forward on the seat
frame. Take the slack out of the strings, starting
~. , at the top and working down. The, strings and ,
fabric need to be very tight. The excess string
i,,,
can be taken up using the cord locks under the
seat. Finally, connect the seat fabric to the small
cross tube at front of the seat frame, using the
included cable ties.

SEAT STAY

I·'

Fig.1-1
I
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F) Slide the cranks and bottom bracket assembly
into the forward frame tube, and install the
pedals. D9 NOT''APPLY ANY GR.E/\8:E '.fO

THE BOTTOM BRACKET EXTENSION ·
TUQE,.OTHERWISEIT MIGHT ROTATE
l.JNDE~.P~DA.LING PRESSURE.
. .

Adjust the crank length and tighten to 25-40 inlbs. (28-46 cm-kgs).
Adjust the handlebar height and tighten.
(See 2.0 ADJUSTMENTS BEFORE RIDING).
.

-

CAUTION/
.
.
'

DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN CLAMP BOLTS
G) Front shifter connection/adjustment:
Rotate lever until cable is fully released and
thread cable to derailleur. Figure 1-3 shows the
cable installation for the front derailleur.

REMOVE SLACK
FROM STRINGS
AT CORD LOCKS
(

INSTALL CABLE TIES HERE

B) Installthe chain according to figure 1-4.
(See 2.0 ADJUSTMENTS BEFORE RIDING ~
for proper chain length.)
,
I) Re-check the headset, brakes, and
derailleurs for proper adjustment and
operation.

Fig~ 1-2
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2.0 ADJUSTMENTS BEFORE RIDING

1.2 FRAME KIT\ INFORMATION; .
.

.

)

.

.

A) Bend the Brake levers down as .shown. The
best way isjo hold the upper part of the lever
· in the vise/heat the bend area with a propane
torch, and hit the end with a rubber mallet.
Remember, the right and left sides are opposite
(See Fig.i l-S);
·
· · ·

2.1 CRANK ADJUSTMENT:

.

On Lightning Bicycles, the cranks are moved to ··
accommodate differences in leg length. Adjust the
cranks as follows:
A) Loosen the two Allen head bolts under the

crank tube with a 5 mm Allen wrench.
B) Slide the cranks in or out uritil your legs are
slightly bent at their furthest extension (See· Fig.
2-1). It's better to have the cranks too close
when making the initial adjustment than too far
away.

_,,,,..,.,.
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C) Verify the crank arms are vertical by sighting
along them to the handlebars stem, then tighten
the two Allen head bolts to a torque of 25 to 40
inch-pounds (29 to 46 cm-kg).

2.2 HANDLEBAR ADJUSTMENT:
A) Slightly loosen the stem damp using a 6 mm
Allen wrench. ·

Fig. 1-5

B). Adjust the handlebars up or down so that there is
approximately 1/2 inch of clearance between
your knees and thehandlebars (see Fig. 2-1).

C) Verify the handlebars are at right angles to the
front wheel, then tighten the stem clamp.
.

.

.

D) Slide the cable housing on the stem up or down to
prevent any tight cablesduringturning.
·

8-
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1/3 WIDTH OF ~IM

0

PRELOtdD IBOLT

·Fig. 2.2

Fig. 2-1

A) Tighten the preload bolts so that, when the rider
sits on the seat, the wheel only moves 1/3 the
width of the rim, as seen at the brake pads.
(see Fig. 2.2).
'

2.3 REAR SUSPENSION PRELOAD:
:The rear suspension preload bolts are -located under
.the chain stays (see Fig; 2.2). These preload bolts are
used-to limit the initial amount of suspension movement,
causedby the rider sitting on the seat: Note that when
the rider sits on the seat, the rear suspension compresses,
causing the rear rim to move upward and slightly
forward,
away from the. rear brake. pads.
.
.

,

.

B) Next, with the rider off the bike, adjust the brake
· · pads so the front of the pads are aligned with the
most forward part of the rim.

.

WARNING!·
THE FOLLOWING ADJUSTMENT SEQUENCE IS .
VERY IMPORTANT AND MUST BE FOLLOWED
PRECISELY TO PREVENT THE BRAKE PADS FROM
EVER CONTACTINGTHE TIRE, AND SO THAT,
WHEN APPLIED, THEPADS REMAIN IN CONTACT
WITH THE RIM DURING SUSPENSION MOVEMENT

10

. . . _Yquwill note that with the rider on the-hike, the
preload 'bolts loose tension and hang below the chain
stays slightly; this is normal.
·

..

NOTE:

After a few hundred miles of riding,' the etastomers
. may compress, causing the brake pads to move
away from the rim. lfthls occurs. rep~pt step A an,d B.

-.

1. _

'
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2.4 CHAIN AbJUSTMENT:
.
'
Afteradjlls£wg thecranks.check and adjust the

.:

chain length. The :chain should be long enough to permit
shifting onto the large front chainwheel-large rear
· t
sprocket combination, and at the same time, Q.Ot so long l
that it goes slack when shifted onto small chainwheel-, c
,' middle rear sprocket combinations.
. t
This can be accomplished by adjusting the chain · 2
.· length
that the rear derailleur is in the position shown
in Fig. 2:.3 with the chain onthe large chainring-large :
rear sprocketcombination. ·
·

so

r

CAUTION!
c
If the chain is not long enough. to shift onto the large I
front chainwheel-large rear sprocket combination; 2
the rear derailleur and the chain will break.
NOTE:
The derailleur does not have sufficient takeup capacity·
to allo~ use of the small chain ring-small rear sprockets.

3.0 RIDING

.

_ .

.

Find a straight, level road without much car traffic
for learning how to ride. [)0 NOT attempt any U-tums or
other sharp turns until you have: mastered slow speed
'
turning.explained in Step 33. Keep your speed at 10-15
mph, as this will preventyourfeetfrom hitting the front
wheel and is more stable 'than slower speeds.
·

3.1 PEDAL TYPE
A)

Toe clips: ·
If your bike has standard pedals with toe clips,
it helps to pedal on the back of the pedal while
learning. Once you are ready to use the clips,
hook the top of your shoe onto the end of the
clip to rotate the pedal into position.

· B) Clipless pedals:
· Don't engage when first learning how to ride.
Also, practice unclipping a few times .before
engaging clipless pedals. It is best if you
,.
practice while leaning against a wall, or while
someone is holding you up.

3.2 STARTING

a

. A) If this is your first experience with recumbent
bicycle, it is suggested that a friend helps you
balance by holding onto the seat when starting.
B) For starting by yourself, the trick is to have one

,·

-
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Fig. 2~3 ·.· .·

pedal in the straight up (power) position, with
one foot on this pedal, and the other foot on the
ground. Push hard against the upright pedalto
get moving, then bring your other foot up and
catch the other pedal.
f.
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3.3 . SLOW SP.D TlJRNING:
. \~ .•.

. . ·.

· ..

!

.....

VfARNING!

.

.

.

During slow speed turns, the front wheel can be
turned fat enough so that your feet-will hit it if you
are pedaling. Practice the following carefully,and
always pay attention to the front wheel when
making U-turn~. turning into a driveway, etc.

· Left pedal up for sharp left turn.
Opposite for right turn

· A) The easiest solution is to coast through the tum,
and keep your foot in the up position on the side
you are turning. For example: for a right turn,
keep your right foot up. (See Fig. 3-1) This
method requires you to have sufficient speed to
coast through the tum.
B) To make turns and apply power, have your feet

as in (A) and make short 1/3 rotation, back and
forth pedal strokes. This method must be used
when you arestarting out and turning at the
same time, such as turning right after stopping
at a stop sign. .

Both methods take some practice to master, but it
will eventually become second nature. The interference is
a prqblem only at speeds below 6 mph. Above this, the
wheel is not turned enough to be a problem.

Fig. 3-1

-
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3.4

HANDLINi; AND STABILITY:

¼. Lightning ~icycle has fair stability and

responsive steering~. It is not necessary to aggressively
hold onto the handlebars. A relaxed grip is best for
riding in a straight line. One hand on the bars i~
adequate for relaxed cruising. As speed increases, the
stability actually improves if maximum power is not
. applied to the pedals.
·

WARNING!
DO NOT apply excessive force to the handlebars.
There is no reason to pull extremely hard on them,
as it will not make you go any faster. Large forces
repeatedly applied to the handlebars may cause the
stem to fail. If you want to liffyour butt off the seat,
do it by pushing down on the seat frame with one
hand, NOT. by pulling on the handlebars!
3.6 MUSCLE CONDITIONING:
; )<

(,

..

>:;of

- ..

t~~ ·.·~-~ '. .. ··.,_ :

--·

A) DO NOT immediately ride your bike for long
distances as it takes some· time for your muscles
to become accustomed to the recumbent ·
.
position. Ride 5-10 miles on the first day, then
increase by 5-10 miles per ~y thereafter. Your _
quadriceps and rear end muscles.may be mildly
sore while you are getting used to the bike. This
is normal; it should disappear once the daily
- miles you ride stabilize.
B) If your knees hurt constantly, this could be
caused by improper crank adjustment. Try
adjusting tile cranks in or out slightly and see if
,
the condition improves. Also, low rpm gear
smashing can cause your knees to hurt.

16

3.7 CLIMBING JIILLS:
Use a lower gear and spin! Ifyour pedaling
speed drops below 60 rpm, thenyour power also drops
off. Pulling ori the handlebars does not help any.
One trick to try on long and/or steep hi Us for relief or
extra power is this: Steer with one hand and push on your
knee with your other hand as you pedal. As one arm gets
tired, trade off and use the other one. This "arm power"
· can add 10% more speedfor short periods. _
If you want to do extra training in order to climb hills
better, then weight li:fting (both upper and lower body),
and one legged pedaling on the flats (to develop your
backstroke muscles) help significantly.

3.8 SAFE RIDING:
A) If for some reason you fall over while moving,

DO NOT PUT YOUR FOOT DOWN/

It can be drawn underneath the seat, causing
severe injury to your leg and knee. Instead, keep
your feet on the pedals, and let the seat take the
impact.
· B) WEAR A HELMET! If your head is worth
less than $50 (the price of a good helniet);
you don't need one.
C) WET WEATHER: Your brakes do not work
good in this condition, so allow for more
stoppingdistance on downhills. Also, BE·
CAREFUL when cornering!,,.\ .f

11··· ·
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4.0 ACCESSORIES

D). CO~E~G: BE C~~ whe~
.
.
cornering'fast.onunfamiliarroads. Any gravel

in.the .corner may cause a slideout. Because of
the low sear'position.itis possible to lean
over more in a comer than a standard bike
without realizing it.

4.1 .WATERBOT'fLE:

)
)

E) Try to observe all traffic regulations. Cars

like it when you are predictable, so don't
make any sudden moves, and always signal
your intentions. ·

One set of water bottle braze-ons is standard under
the seat. W'e recommendusing heavy duty (6mm) . · · · ·
aluminum cages, or the Specialized rib cage. A second
water bottle can be carried onthe stern by using a
Blackbum handlebar cage, or a standard cage mounted
using cable ties. Also, a Camelbak ''Halfback" canbe
mounted behind the seat.
·

4.2 REAR RACK:

F) If you ride in heavy traffic, a warning flag
may be a good idea. Bright colored clothes
help also.·

The custom made R-84 rack is required.
· 4.3 PANNIERS
The best panniers to use are the Lightning Zero Drag
type. They give better weight distribution and do not
increase drag like other panniers; They easily mount on
the custom rack. However, any pannier that fits the rack
will work.

G) For night riding, buy a good lighting system .

NightSim has the best lights for dark roads
at Lightning speed.

H) BE CAREFUL.on roads that have been
repaved, leaving a lip where the new
_p~ve111ent drops off onto the old pavement
. at the shoulder, The small front, wheel some
time has problemsnegotiating this lip.

4.4 SEAT BAG:

!

)

.)

Bags with straps that normally loop around
handlebars can be used behind the seat. Carefully cut slots
. into the seat material so that the bag straps can be
wrapped around the top seat tube. Be sure to seal the
edges of the seat material using a hot piece of metal, to
prevent unraveling. Another option is the Lightning seat
bag, which holds a large amount, and can be simply
slipped on over the seat back, without the need for cutting
slots.

4.5 MIRROR:

The Mirrycle mirror which mounts to the left brake
·
·

Ieverworks well.
18.

4.6

AIR PUMP:A mini pump is recommended, t 19
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4. 7 ZZJPPER FAIJ;UNG

<

"~

. HARDWARE

... M
: Fainng
.·' ·o.uni

s
C

i For fairing bubble· installation (preinstalledy:
1 small black plastic loop
4 large black plastic loops
5 black plastic screws.
5 black 'plastic nuts

f

1

..

Nylon Screw

· I ;¾e::.nsta11ea. I -

Plastic Loop Clamp

' ! '

{ pre-installed )

t
C

ii For fairing mount installation upon the brake

t

2 pivot bolts w/ brazed-on stud.
2 finger nuts
2 Washers

t

levers:

Nylon. Nut
f pre-instatted I

r-----;.-Small Plastic
Loop CJamF
111 1

,

( pre-i(lSta!Jed

A) Slide the Fairing Mount through the large black
plastic LoopClamps. (See Fig. 4-1).
B) Slide both ends of the Forward Support Hoop
into the small holes of the fairing mount.
t.'c• .... , .... ,

i
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. C) .Secure.the small plastic:Loop Clamp around the
Forward Support Hoop.

Forward Suppo:t Hoop
,.

'

Fig. 4-1

t

.
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Fairing Mount

Finger Nut

NOJJ:: .

_ .-

__ .

If you purchased the fairing 'kit at the same time @~iii~
bicycle, ~tep C) has already been done for y(i)u[ , - .

C) Remove existing pivot bolt from the brake levers.
Using the included Acorn nut, install the new
lever pivot bolts with brazed-onstud.
(See Fig. 4-2).
_
_
Next, space the brake levers so the studs match
the fairing mount tabs.

D) Bolt the fairing mount onto the brake levers
Washer--~

using the included washers and nuts.
(See Fig. 4-2).
E) While sitting in the bike, spin the pedals
backward and see how close your legs come to

the bottom of the fairing. If your legs hit the
fairing, you should adjust the fairing by pushing
forward ·on the .bottom of it. This will bend the
mounting tabs tothe proper angle.

Fig. 4-2
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5.0 ry1AINTEN:~NCE

5.4 BIKE PARTS

\,,.:;

5.1.

THE SEAT:.

.

The seat as received on new Lightning 'Bicycles is
fairly tight. After an initial break-in period of riding, the
seat will loosen up due to stretching 'bf the material. The
seat back should be tightened by taking the slack out of
the string that runs along the sides .. ·

NOTE:
It is possible to wear a hole in the seat back, if it
becomes loose enough to contact the rear tire.
The foam padding in the bottom of the seat is easily
removable for washing the bike or any other reason.

5.2 THE CHAIN IDLERS:

, . All of the other parts a,re standard bicycle' .. ,'
components, and canbe easily serviced by your local
bicycle shop. The chain shouldbe oiled periodically. The
headset, bottom bracket, pedals and hubs should be
cleaned, greased.and adjusted once a year. The
brakes and control cables should be monitored and
adjusted when necessary.

5.5 ZZIJ>PERFAIRING:
Lexan is an extremely tough and crack resistant .
material. The Zzipper fairing will withstand a great deal
of abuse, even crashes, without breaking or cracking.
However, it scratches easily.Thus, to preserve its
appearance, these steps should be followed:

The chain idlers have sealed bearings and do not
normally require maintenance. The idler under the seat
develops a wear pattern to match the chain after a few
thousand miles. This is normal and nothing to worry
about.

A) Clean the Zzipper fairing with Windex or a mild
detergent solution and a soft rag. Never use
solvents of any kinds.Tooth paste is a good
compound for smoothing out minor tears.

5.3. PAINT.

B) Remove the Zzipper fairing when placing the
bike on a bicycle carrier rack, unless the Zzipper
fairing faces directly forward.

The paint on the frame is a urethane type automotive
paint. It can be polished and waxed with ordinary auto
type products if desired.

I

f
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CHAIN STAYS
LOCKNUT

ELASTOMER
PIVOT BOLT

j,.
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· ·pf:1ELOAD ADJUSTING SCRE

Fig 5.1:·
2(f.

5.6 REAR susiiENSION MAINTENANCE:
Normally, th~ rear suspension does not require any maintenance. How\ver, over a period of years, the
elastomer suspension member may lose it's elastic
properties, and remain in a compressed state. You will
know this has occurred if the rear suspension no longer
reacts to bumps.
·
·
;, · ·

S.6.l To change out the elastomer, perform the
following steps (See Fig 5.1):
A) Remove the rear wheel.
B) Remove the locknut securing the swingarm
pivot bolt. .·

NOTE:

In addition to being secured by the locknut,
the pivot bolt is also screwed into threads in the frame.
C) Remove the pivot bolt by unscrewing it from the
frame.

D) Remove the preload adjusting screw.
E) The swingarm and elastomer can now be
removed.from the frame.

5.6.2 Tofeinstall the rear suspension components,
· performthe following steps:

. .

. . . _· .

.

A) Install the elastomer'into the frame, then irtse'rt
the preload adjusting screw through the hole in
the elastomer to hold it into position.
B) , While holding the preload adjusting screw with
one hand, insert the swing arm into theframe
· . with the other; then screw the preload adjusting
bolt into the captive nut in the swinga.rni .. This·
takes a little practice.It is easier saidthan done!
C) Install the pivot bolt with it's washer, screwing
it into the threads located on the inside.of the
chain stay ..

NOTE:

If you are im~talling or removing the rear rack,
washers have to be removed or installed to
compensate for the thickness of the rack strut.
D) Tighten the pivot bolt until it is snug, then loosen
slightly. It is important to adjust the pivot bolt so
that the swing-arm can pivot up and down freely,
but at the same time has no side to side· play.
E) While keeping the pivot bolt from turning, install
and tighten the lock nut. Verify the swing arm
still pivots freely, without any side play.' .
F) Tighten the preload adjusting screw until

2.8 ·

resistance can be felt due to compression of the
elastomer, then continue tightening the screw five
more turns .. This setting is a good starting point.
Finally, perform 2.3 "rear suspension preload"
for final adjustment.
··
,f 29

5.7 SUSPENDEb FORK MAINTENANCE:

a

- · Once year, the sliding parts of the suspended fork

should be disassembled and greased. Perform the
following steps to accomplish this.
(Reference Figure 5~3): · ·
A) Remove the bolt holding the upper and lower
torque linkages together, then pull the fork
blades outfrom the steerer ..

B) Wipe off any dirt with a rag, then puta thin coat
of Phil Wood or similar grease on the. sliding

COIL SPRING
ELASTOMER

parts.

C) Reassemble the fork and install the bolt that

STEERER TUBE

holds the torque links together. Tighten the nut
snug, then back if off 1/4 turn.
D) The dynamic parts of the suspended fork consist of a coil spring, and an elastomer for damping.
Eventually, the elastomer may wear out and
require replacement. See Fig 5-3 for the
location of the elastomer._ To change the
elastomer, follow steps A through D above,

.),

UPPER TORQUE LfNK
TORQUE LINKAGE CONECTION BOLT

_SLIDING TUBE

. , 5'·, ·3 .
. lg~.:;'-._F
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